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In this work, we discuss the preliminary analysis of some disruptive plasma discharges with a moveable
graphite limiter on the HT-7 tokamak, which has been developed in order to investigate the influence of the
horizontal plasma position on the density limit. What we have observed is that the m=2, MHD component
dominates during almost the whole discharge duration, when the density limit is approached at values of the
edge safety factor 3< q(a) < 3.5. For the poloidal-magnetic-field fluctuations observed at the Mirnov coils,
Mirnov-coil analysis shows that the m = 2 mode is unstable, which finally causes disruption.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental results on TEXTOR have shown that the de-
velopment of a MARFE (multifaceted asymmetric radiation
from the edge), can be suppressed by only small changes in
plasma position [1]. Similar results were obtained on TFTR
[2] and on HT-7 [3]. Recently, a moveable graphite limiter
[3], has been developed in order to investigate the influence
of the horizontal plasma position on the density limit in the
HT-7 tokamak. The purpose of this work is to optimize the
configuration for synergy of high power LHW and IBW heat-
ing at high density in the HT-7 long pulse discharges [4]. Fur-
ther investigations relating to this effect were not possible, due
to magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities have been ob-
served when the density limit is approached at values of the
edge safety factor3 < q(a) < 3.5, with a moveable graphite
limiter [3], on the HT-7 tokamak. Here, the usual definition
of q(a) is employed, i.e. q(a) = (a/R)(Bφ/Bp), where Bp =
µ0 Ip/(2π a). Tearing modes are known to play an important
role in confinement degradation and disruptions in tokamaks
[5-6]. They are resistive instabilities driven by the free energy
contained in the poloidal magnetic field. Due to their resonant
character, they are localized around flux surfaces and change
the topology of the magnetic-flux distribution through the for-
mation of magnetic islands. At present, there exist several
distinct MHD models of tokamak disruptions [7-10]. Under-
standing in detail the various mechanisms that can lead to dis-
ruption is important for achieving tokamak confinement, and
especially so with a view to suppressing disruptions [11].

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND DIAGNOSTICS

The Hefei tokamak-7 (HT-7) is a circular cross section su-
perconducting tokamak [12-14], reconstructed from the orig-
inal Russian T-7 tokamak in 1994. It has a major radius R
= 1.22 m, minor radius a = 0.27 m, defined by one poloidal
water-cooling limiter, one toroidal water-cooling belt limiter
at high field side and a modified set of actively cooled toroidal
double-ring graphite limiters at bottom, and top of the vacuum
vessel. Up to 240 s of plasma duration [4] has been achieved

with new graphite limiters in the HT-7 in 2004. There are
two layers of thick copper shells, and between them are lo-
cated 24 superconducting coils which can create and main-
tain a toroidal magnetic field(BT) of up to 2.5 T. The HT-7
ohmic heating transformer has an iron core and it can offer
a magnetic flux of 1.7 Vs at its maximum. In current exper-
iments the position control was performed magnetically and
the plasma column was limited by inserting the movable lim-
iter [3], as shown in Fig. 1, to a minor radius ofa= 0.25 m.
In this case it was possible to change the horizontal plasma
position as shown in Fig. 2. The HT-7 tokamak is normally
operated withIP = 100 –250 kA,BT = 1∼2.5 T, line-averaged
density 1–6x1019 m−3.

FIG. 1: A photo of moveable limiter with graphite tip.

The main diagnostics for recent experiments on the HT-
7 are the electron density profile measured by a vertical 5-
channel far-infrared (FIR) hydrogen cyanide (HCN) laser in-
terferometer, a multi-channel soft x-ray array, an electron cy-
clotron emission diagnostic, Soft x-ray pulse-height-analysis
(SX-PHA) diagnostic, a 16-channel XUV bolometer array
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FIG. 2: Two schematic views of the plasma poloidal cross section
for outwards (left) and inwards (right) shifted discharge. The plasma
boundary is determined by the moveable limiter.

to measure plasma radiation losses, a multichannel Hα(Dα)
radiation array, 4-channel visible bremsstrahlung emission,
10-channels CIII line emission, an impurity optical spectrum
measurement system, and a magnetic measurement system for
plasma current, loop voltage, plasma position, internal induc-
tance and so on.

The magnetic fluctuations are observed with two arrays of
magnetic probes which are set up on the inside of the vac-
uum vessel wall at different positions in the toroidal direction.
Each array has 12 probes around the plasma in a circular sec-
tion. From the outer-middle plane, every probe is installed
at 30o with respect to the nearest neighbouring probes. The
frequency response of the probe is more than 100 kHz. The
effective winding area is 1430 cm2. Of particular importance
is the detection of specific modes from the Mirnov-coil sig-
nals. Upon time-integrating a Mirnov signal we find the per-
turbed poloidal field, from which a given mode can be singled
out by means of Mirnov-coil analysis. The spatial structure
and temporal evolution of coherent MHD modes observed in
the HT-7 superconducting tokamak have been inferred from
the experimental signals by using spectral techniques. Using
multichannel fluctuation data analysis by the singular value
decomposition method (SVD) [15-16], the poloidal number
m is obtained. Fig. 3 shows a typical shot where large MHD
activity leads to a disruption, when the density limit is ap-
proached at values of the edge safety factor3 < q(a) < 3.5.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to investigate the influence of the plasma position
on the density limit, we reduced the plasma minor radius to

FIG. 3: Typical HT-7 discharge with MHD disruption. (a) plasma
current, (b) loop voltage, (c) central line-averaged density, (d) cen-
tral chord soft x-ray emission SXV0, (e) Mirnov-coil signal MAT0,
when the plasma column was repositioned more than∆// = +2.50 cm
outwards.

a= 25 cm by inserting a moveable graphite limiter. The hor-
izontal plasma position was then changed from discharge to
discharge. The plasma position control signal was generated
by magnetic diagnostics. For these ohmic discharge series the
toroidal plasma current was IP ∼154 kA, which refers to a
Greenwald limit [17], ofnGW ∼ 7.8 x 1019 m−3. The den-
sity was increased by normal gas puffing, up to a disruption.
Fig. 3 shows the typical temporal evolution of the MHD be-
havior, obtained in shot of experimental campaign 2004 (shot
No.69975) on HT-7, the plasma current about 154 kA, the
loop voltage Vloop < 3 V, the toroidal field BT=1.95 T, R=1.22
m, a=0.25 m and the line-averaged density ne=7× 1019m−3.

It has been observed when the density reaches 90 % of the
predicted Greenwald limit, a large MHD activity which leads
to the disruption, as the plasma column was repositioned more
than∆// = +2.50 cm outwards. The effective charge Ze f f mea-
sured by visible bremsstrahlung emission intensity in these
discharges was quite similar, Ze f f

∼= 1.25. A development of
the event preceding the disruption has been observed for dif-
ferent position settings. The shifted discharges, located near
the HFS wall and the LFS wall (see Fig. 3), showed clear in-
dication of the appearance of a MHD activity.

Magnetic analysis by singular value decomposition method
(SVD) [15-16] for the discharge in Fig. 3 shows that the MHD
activity consists predominantly ofm= 2 modes with a rotation
frequency of about 7.8 kHz, the major disruption was trig-
gered at 314.5 ms (see Fig. 4).

In HT-7, the most dangerous MHD instability is the m/n
= 2/1 resistive tearing mode, which is driven by the plasma
current density gradient. In this experiment, at q(a)=3.2, no
mode locking is observed, the observed MHD activity can
be associated with tearing mode, a non-linear instability with
low m/n modes. The physical mechanism, however, which fi-
nally triggers the MHD disruption in high q(a)(>3) deuterium
plasmas is essentially the same [5]. The poloidally asymmet-
ric increase of the plasma resistivity due to MARFE cooling
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FIG. 4: Results of the SVD analysis from magnetic signals. (a) the first order temporal eigenvector of the mode, (b) the spatial eigenvector
corresponding to the temporal eigenvector in Fig. 2(a). The main mode number is m=2.

leads to a global contraction of the current channel, as has
been shown theoretically by Lackner [18]. Qualitatively, be-
cause of the equilibrium constraint, the Ohmic resistance of
cold MARFE (a few eV) appears in series with the hot plasma
resistance (several tens of eV) on each flux surface, resulting
in a substantial increase of the average edge resistivity. As
a consequence of the current contraction, the gradient of j(r)
is steepened, leading to a higher value of the instability pa-
rameter∆′. This results in the formation of quasi-stationary,
rotating islands, located near the rational surface, form/n=2/1
mode theq=2 surface. After knowing the current density pro-
file, J∼ (1−X2)α, where X= r/a, the q-profile can be calcu-
lated by using the formula

q(r) = q(a)X
2/[

1− (1−X2)α+1
]
. (1)

For shot no. 69975, q(a) =3.2, andα = 3, the corresponding
q-profile is

q(r) = 3.2X2/[
1− (1−X2)4

]
. (2)

Figure 5 shows the calculatedq(r) profile (shot no. 69975).
In the range of the MHD activity,m= 2 modes, the resonant
layer ofq is located at 0.7a as shown in Fig. 5.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have described the cause of disrupting
deutrium plasmas in the ohmic-heating regime on the HT-
7 tokamak in order to investigate the influence of the hori-
zontal plasma position on the density limit. The purpose of
this work is to optimize the configuration for synergy of high
power LHW and IBW heating at high density in the HT-7 long
pulse discharges. In recent experiments, unfortunately, further
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FIG. 5: Calculated q(r) profile for discharge No. 69975.

investigations relating to this effect were not possible, due
to the magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities that have
been observed when the density limit is approached at values
of the edge safety factor 3< q(a) < 3.5, with a moveable
graphite limiter, on the HT-7 tokamak.

For the poloidal-magnetic-field fluctuations observed at the
Mirnov coils, Mirnov-coil analysis shows that the m = 2 mode
is unstable. Moreover, we do not know some of the detailed
parameter profiles, such as q(r). We propose that the mode
may be destabilized by the current density gradient.
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